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Figure 1: (a) Working principle of a traditional projector that filters source light to form an image. (b) Image formation principle of the
proposed method (light steering to form an image). (c) Prototype showing the light re-direction module (LRM) in the foreground and a high
power laser light source in the background. (d) Photo of the high brightness, HDR image on screen for the E-Tech 2015 installation.

1 Introduction
We demonstrate a new, large screen projection technology that uti-
lizes dynamic phase modulation for light steering to achieve both
black levels indiscernible from the screen in dark environments and
peak luminance levels some 20 times above what conventional pro-
jectors can reach with the same light source. The human visual
system’s near-logarithmic brightness response to luminance is de-
manding on the lamp requirements in a conventional display sys-
tem. With a steerable light source, excess light from dark areas in an
image can be used for areas requiring higher brightness thus break-
ing the conventional linearity between out-of-lens-lumens and on-
screen-luminance. We will demonstrate our new, full color proto-
type which reproduces very realistic appearing images and requires
only a fraction of the energy of a traditional projector (Figure 1).

2 Technical Approach and Results
Efforts to introduce high-dynamic range projection have to date fo-
cused on improving black levels, e.g. via cascaded amplitude mod-
ulation [Blackham and Neale 1998; Damberg et al. 2007]. Such
systems achieve high contrast in excess of 100,000:1 within the
same image frame but have poor light efficiency and low peak lu-
minance. Significantly improving peak luminance is impractical
in these designs since near logarithmic perception of luminance in
the human visual system results in exponential increases in capital
and operating costs [Reinhard et al. 2012]. This limits projection to
dark, controlled environments with dark-adapted audiences.

We introduce a new system architecture based on combined phase
and amplitude modulation that redistributes light and is vastly more
efficient compared to attenuation-only designs and more practical
than earlier re-directions approaches [Hoskinson et al. 2010].

At SIGGRAPH E-Tech 2014, we demonstrated the proof-of-
principle which, while well-received, was monochromatic, low
power and with visible image artifacts. In this submission we over-
come these issues and demonstrate a practical higher power (=large
screens or brighter ambient conditions), full-color and largely ar-
tifact free (haloes, sharpness, uniformity, speckle, rendering) pro-
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Figure 2: System diagram of the HDR projector (we depict a single
color channel only): light from an expanded and collimated laser
beam reflects off a phase-only modulator. The per-pixel phase re-
tardation resembles the height field of a lens calculated with our
algorithm. The effective focal plane of this lens is in-plane with an
off-the-shelf, reflective projection head consisting of the polarizing
beam splitter together with an LCoS microdisplay and a projection
lens. Light from dark parts of the image can be used to create high
luminance features, and to simultaneously reduce the black level in
darker image areas. In the full color implementation for the E-Tech
installation the light paths of a red, green and blue color channel
are combined, using dichroic mirrors prior to the projection lens.

totype. Please visit our demonstration and talk at the Emerging
Technologies section at Siggraph 2015 to learn more.
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